
Using Radio Stations in Rust
In 2021, The Facepunch Rust VoiceProps Pack DLC added the ability to bring real-world MP3
internet “Radio” streams into the game. By default, facepunch included a couple streams from
real-world radio stations such as BBC and a couple other public radio stations.

If a player wanted to play a different online radio station rather than the defaults, the UMOD
station plugin can be used to do so. The plugin is limited to .mp3 based audio streams
however there are some options to find some.

Finding a station:
There’s a variety of available online radio sites, but not all sites serve a MP3 stream. Meaning,
some services that are only available through a HTML5 player or an app such as Youtube
Music, Pandora, Spotify, etc cannot be streamed directly to the game (easily). Despite this,
there are still plenty of options available you can leverage for free.

Assuming you don’t have a MP3 Streaming Station at the ready, the first place to start is
googling “online radio mp3”. One site that I’ve had success with is fmstream.org. However
generally several other also have this sort of information.

Using fmstream as a starting point, choose a stream that interests you.

Using Radio Caroline as an example, look for a link that seems to indicate a 128 or 192, or 256
bit MP3 option. From here the stream launches in your browser. Feel free to pause it

http://fmstream.org/index.php?c=FT


From there; look for the URL:

The easiest thing to do here is to copy the url by choosing “Copy Link Address” and test it by
pasting into your browser. The stream should open and if you hit play music should play.

After copying the link, equip your portable boombox or look directly at your boombox
deployable. Make sure the radio is stopped.

Then type the following in chat

/station

Add a space after the word station and then paste the link you copied by pressing “CTRL-V” at
the same time.



If all goes well, you will hear the radio station play from the internet URL you pasted.
Sometimes you may need to wait about 10-15 seconds for the stream to start.

What if I want to use a different website?
Sure you can! You’re just on your own!

Ultimately, you are looking for the raw MP3 stream. This can be challenging depending on your
preferred source. Most online radio sites have a link that is something along the lines of
“Listen” or “External Player”

For example somafm.com:

Clicking on “Listen Now” opens a pop-up which works if you want to listen on your browser, but
you’re looking for the MP3 link. Seek out the link that indicates a version of MP3.



This example shown here is tricky, as this site (and most others) don’t link the stream directly,
but rather sends you to a playlist. The /station command does not support playlists. To get
around this, you need to inspect the play list and grab the stream URL from there. So paste the
URL in your browser and it should download to your computer.

Open up that file in your directory using notepad (Right Mouse-click on the file-> Choose Open
With -> Notepad.

The file opens, from here you can see the actual URL! Copy the URL following File 1= or
whichever URL works for you. Paste that URL into your browser to confirm it works.

After testing, paste the URL into chat after typing “/station “ while looking at your boombox (with
a space) and then hit enter.

After 5-15 seconds the stream should play.



Troubleshooting:
1. Does not play:

a. Disconnect and Reconnect to your server: If you are confident you have the
URL correct, pasted into the chat after turning off the boombox, you could be
dealing with a bug that seems to exist with MP3 functionality. Simply disconnect
from the server, reconnect and after ensuring your boombox is off, try the /station
command again.

b. Confirm the built-in stations works: Looking at your radio, hold down E and
choose “Radio Settings”

From there, you can choose any of the other streams. Note: Rust Radio and
Chippy Radio are “fake” stations and are just playing files from the game itself.
Choose any of the other ones. If they dont’t work, close/open rust, reboot, fix
your sound, whatever. It’s not the station command having the problem here.

c. Make sure the Radio is off before using the station command: The station
command doesn’t seem to work if the radio is already playing.

d. Confirm the URL is not a playlist: As described earlier, many websites use a
playlist for whatever reason rather than the actual MP3 stream. Follow the
instructions above to try and locate the actual MP3 stream.



e. Confirm the URL is a MP3 Stream: Just pasting the website’s URL like
“www.somafm.com” will not work. You need the actual MP3 Link.

As described several times in the instructions, a MP3 stream should open right
up in your browser with a simple “button” that controls your browser’s MP3
function.

http://www.somafm.com

